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College Algebra My Louis Leithold. Macmillan, New York, 

1975, xi+ 527 pp., 4-tables. 

This book tries to 9"lVe students ' ~ an appreciation of 

mathematics as a lo~ical science, and makes them understand 

that a mathematical system consists of axioms and definitions 

to~ether with theorems that are proverl. by logical reasoning. 11 

Some idea of the ground covere d can be obtained from the 

follo~ring list of contents : The real numbers :, l\ lpebraic 

exnressions Exponents and ranicals ; Equations in one 

variable ; Equations in two variables ; Functions 

Exponential and lor-arithmic functions ; Systems of equations; 

Inequalit~es ; Matrices and determinants ; Sequences, series 

and mathematical induction Permutations, cvmbinations 

and the binomial theorem Comnlex numbers Polynomial 

functions and the theory of polynomial equations. 

~t the end of the hook there are ta1;les of squares, 

square roots, cubes, cube roots, common lor,arithms, ex 

ponential functions, & natural loparithms. Answers to 

odd-numbered exercises are given; and there is an index. 

~nyone who has not heard of sets and subsets in 

"modern maths" rvill find Ghapter 1 helpful. The ex:::>lanation 

is clear and the r-vorkerl. examples are sufficient . Chapter 

2 to 5 will be suitable for secondary one to four students. 



They are 11 plain sailin.q: 11 Chapters. If one likes to know. 

the answer to 0 \Alhat is a function?'' or 11 What is the difference 

he tween a function & its inverse?'' then one must read 

Chapter 6. 

Students do±n~ G. C•;E. :···'.!O":'·Leveilnt1athematics (Syllabus 

C) may like to learn more about linear nropramminp by reading 

Chapter 9. 

The Chapter on matrices enrts with fourteen problems 

like 

~:use matrices to find the solution set of the system 

2x + y - 3z = 0 

3x + 2y - 4z = 2 

x - y - 3z = -6 

whereas Chapter 10 says '''Use Cramer's rule to solve the 

same system." 

Prithmetical & geometrical progress1ons are dealt 

with in Chapter 11. 

Chapter 13 ends with HGeometric re-presentation of 

comnlex numbers." 

t•Descartes' rule of si7ns ,. and ··Solving al[ebraic 

equations by Horner's method 1' are clearly explained in 

Chapter 14. 
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On the whole it is a GOOd book on elementary algebra 

~+~~~±cRt¥ 9f work~d n~merical examples. It is a beautjt

fully printerl book. The graphs are printed in red and the 

axes in black. Althourh alRebra is not taught 1n o~r 

schools as a single subject, this lJook contains a number 

of relevant topics. I rqould recommenr:1 it for the school 

library. 

Chan Sinr; Chun 

* * * * * * * * * * 

ANNOUNCEi.fNT 

A limited nu.rnber of copies of Volume 5, iJumber 1 

(1976) of the Journal of the Singapore National l'~cademy of 

Science have teen allocated to the Singapore ~1athenatical 

Society; a constituent me:r.lber of s:n~.s v for distribution 

at no charge to members of the Society. Interested members 

are requested to uri te ·to THE LIBP-1\.RIAN v Singapore r:a the-, 

matical Society, Department of I'l::t. the.Ltatics v University of 

Singapore 1 Singat')ore 10. Distribution of the above Journal 

vlill he restricted to one for each meorer and will be 

carried out on the basis of first come first serve. 
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